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An Author Among Us
By Melissa Gemballa

NEW KENSINGTON, Pa. -- Step into the office of Elaine Zarichnak, Penn State New Kensington’s Campus Health 
Services Nurse, and you step into a haven of calm and serenity. 

No overhead fluorescents glare. Instead, golden light emanates from two decorative lamps. Large, scenic posters 
of Machu Picchu, the Eiffel Tower, and St. Peter’s Basilica adorn the walls.  A growing plant’s tendrils peek from the 
corner, and water gently trickles in a tabletop fountain. You feel compelled to breathe deeply and speak softly.  

Zarichnak has created this haven not only in her office but also in 
herself through her personal experience with God as detailed in her 
first book, Divine Interventions…Messages of Hope.  

Written under the pen name of E.M. Schick, the book relates nine true 
stories of how God has touched the author’s life in her most troubling 
times. Although these stories span thirty years, it was only in the last 
year or so that Zarichnak committed them to pen and paper. A fellow 
nurse, upon listening to her tell of how she had survived a tornado, 
suggested that others would benefit from such a message of hope. 
Zarichnak, taking that advice to heart, began writing, mostly at night, 
and the result of that effort can be read in chapters like “The Baby 
That Flew Away.” 

Zarichnak, who in addition to the tornado has suffered through a 
divorce and a serious ailment, remarks, “A lot of people get angry and 
turn on God. I never have.” 

Indeed, she cites The Book of Job as the part of the Bible with which 
she most closely identifies. In Job 37:5 of the Bible (King James 
Version) Elihu says of God, “great things doeth he;” Zarichnak feels 
strongly that if He does all these “great things” there is no reason not 
to trust Him to handle the “small stuff.”  

“God wants to be a part of our daily lives,” Zarichnak states, and her 
confidence in this statement is clear. 

Her book provides a glimpse into some of her most vulnerable 
moments, moments which by incorporating the Word she has survived and emerged a surer and stronger person. 
Although religious in tone, there is something in the manner in which Zarichnak has opened up her heart in these 
simple stories that can speak to all of us and make us all a little more appreciative of the world around us. 

Divine Interventions…Messages of Hope is available for purchase exclusively online at the Trafford Publishing, Barnes 
& Noble, and Amazon Web sites.§

Nurse Elaine Zarichnak as she appears on the dust-
jacket of her new book.  (Photo: Richard Zarichnak)
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NEW KENSINGTON, Pa. -- Whenever I hear the word “parkour,” I 
immediately think of the opening scene from last season’s first episode 
of The Office, Michael, Dwight, and Andy clambering over the office 
furniture, donkey kicking open the restroom doors, leapfrogging over 
each other in the corridor…ending classically with Andy jumping from 
the top of a truck into an empty (surprisingly) refrigerator box. When I 
heard that Penn State New Kensington had its own Parkour Club this 
year, I had to learn more. 

Although considered a new discipline in the U.S., parkour actually 
originated almost a century ago in Europe with the Natural Method 
taught by French naval officer Georges Hébert, according to the article 
“How Parkour Works” at adventure.howstuffworks.com. His vision was 
to enable his men to efficiently overcome any obstacle through the 
“integration of the human mind and body.” 

To this end, he designed obstacle training courses, “parcours de 
combatant,” from which the name “parkour” derived. In the 80s and 
90s, David Belle, whose father had served in the French military, began 
to shape this Natural Method into its modern day form. Popularity 
quickly grew, and parkour became an international discipline.

Steve DiGirolamo, club president and a sophomore at PSNK, describes 
parkour as “gymnastics with no rules.” As a TNT (tumbling and 
trampoline) coach at Jewart’s Gymnastics in Wildwood, Pa., he understands the painstaking attention to detail that 
traditional gymnastics requires.  In contrast, parkour offers much more freedom and encourages participants to explore 
every aspect of movement, whether that involves running, leaping, flipping, twisting, vaulting, or bouncing off a wall.

Dillon Le Chong, club vice president and also a sophomore 
at PSNK, is no stranger to this concept. He recalls as a third 
grader one day watching some kids in his hometown of 
Brooklyn, N.Y., turn back flips. 

“Just jump and throw your body backwards,” the kid replied 
when he asked one of them how to do it.  Le Chong took this 
advice to heart and soon he was jumping from the end of his 
bed to the opposite wall and back flipping back onto his bed, 
much to his mother’s dismay. 

Le Chong is quick to point out, however, that this discipline is 
not just about developing yourself physically; it’s also about 
developing yourself mentally. By “doing things you didn’t 
think possible” with your body, you build your self-confidence. 
Parkour.us echoes this sentiment, describing parkour not as 

Parkour: Gymnastics Gone Wild at PSNK

By Melissa Gemballa

Rachel Kotvas and Reyshahn Holliday at Parkour practice. 
(Photo: Melissa Gemballa)

Josh Barry practicing at Jewart’s Gymnastics. 
(Photo: Melissa Gemballa)
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a sport and not as a competition but as a discipline which enhances 
your “ability to solve problems” as well as your “awareness of your 
surroundings.” 

“You get a real rush learning a new move or doing something cool,” says 
Le Chong.

After excitedly relating to me, on more than one occasion, how he had 
recently learned to do a side flip into the foam pit, it is obvious that Josh 
Barry, club member and a freshman at PSNK, agrees. 

Barry touches on the social side of the club, too.

“It lets me stay physically fit and make new friends,” he says.  After 
watching four or five club members pile into a car and take off for 
slushies after one night’s workout, I can personally attest to the 
camaraderie that exists in this group. 

Rachel Kotvas, also a freshman at PSNK and the only traceuse (female 
member) in the Parkour Club at this time, is not at all intimidated by her 
fellow male members. With a background in dance and gymnastics, 
she was intrigued by watching DiGirolamo do back flips in the campus 
parking lot during this year’s Back to School Bash. She decided to 
“try something new” and found herself hooked, challenging herself by 
setting “a goal for the end of each night.” 

DiGirolamo, who is best described as an incarnation of Tigger (from 
the Winnie-the-Pooh books-you know, “bouncy, bouncy, bouncy, bouncy, 
fun, fun, fun, fun, fun!”), states that Kotvas is not the only one to be 
hooked. 

“You can go to the movies, you can go bowling,” he says, “but why not 
come have fun with us? Go once and you’ll want to go again.”  

The club started off the year with nine members but has been expanding 
ever since.

The Parkour Club meets Tuesdays and Saturdays at Jewart’s Gymnastics 
in Wildwood, Pa.  If you would like a small taste of what goes on inside, 
check out video at nittanypride.wordpress.com.

Like what you see?  

Find more videos by searching “Steve DiGirolamo” on Facebook. 
Contact Steve at smd5366@psu.edu for more information about the 
Parkour Club.§

Above:Steve DiGirolamo during Parkour practice.
(Photo: Melissa Gemballa)

Below:Reyshahn Holliday, Chris Trusik and Steve 
DiGirolamo during a Parkour meeting.
(Photo: Melissa Gemballa)
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PSNK SGA Attends First CCSG Meeting
By Gretchen Toy and James Lasko

STATE COLLEGE, Pa. – This month, the Student Government 
Association (SGA) attended its first Council of Commonwealth 
Student Governments (CCSG) meeting at University Park. 

CCSG is a council made up of all of the student government 
associations across the commonwealth, which includes the 19 Penn 
State campuses. CCSG works for the betterment of all Penn State 
students. 

During the October CCSG meeting, which took place on Oct. 2 and 3, 
a new piece of legislation was introduced to the council members. 
CCSG council members expressed their concerns that poor student 
advising is an issue that the University has faced for years.

“Students deserve the right to know if their academic standing is in jeopardy,” said Kevin Turner, PSNK SGA 
Upperclassmen Faculty Senate Representative. “This legislation would create a safety net for all Penn State students.”

According to CCSG documents, the new piece of legislation regarding academic warning suggests that students should 
receive an official notification when their grade-point average drops below 2.50 and they are in danger of being dropped 
from their major. The legislation also mandates that the student will be required to meet with their adviser in order to 
prevent dropping to non-degree conditional status. If the student does not meet with their adviser, a hold will be placed 
on their registration until the meeting has occurred. 
 
This new piece of legislation will be voted on at the November CCSG meeting. If CCSG passes this legislation, it will 
then be voted on by the University Park Undergraduate Association (UPUA). 
 
“The Student Government Association (SGA) is always open to student input regarding the legislation that we vote on 
during CCSG meetings,” said Ross Sheffler, PSNK SGA President. “If you have any questions, comments or concerns 
about this piece of legislation, please come and talk with us in the SGA Office.”
 
The PSNK Student Government Association represents all matters pertaining to the welfare of the student body. For 
more information, please email Ross Sheffler, SGA President, at jrs5439@psu.edu or stop by the SGA Office (located 
in Café 780). §

Group photo of the current SGA members, outside by 
the Nittany Lion.  (Photo courtesy of Gretchen Toy)
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Making the Impossible Possible
By Melissa Gemballa

NEW KENSINGTON, Pa. -- Bill Strickland, President and 
CEO of the Manchester Bidwell Corporation in Pittsburgh 
and author of this year’s Freshmen Summer Reading 
Program selection “Make the Impossible Possible,” spoke 
to Penn State New Kensington students on Sept. 28 about 
his cure for “cancer of the spirit.”  

Sunlight, art, flowers, gourmet food and music. And 
a fountain doesn’t hurt either.  At the Manchester 
Craftsmen’s Guild and the Bidwell Training Center, 
Strickland incorporates all of these elements to transform 
the lives of poor people from the inner city – among them 
at-risk youths, welfare mothers and ex-convicts. These 
people have spent their days attempting to bear up under 
the destructive labels society has placed upon them. 

But in the “beautiful environment” Strickland has created, 
these same people are graduating from high school and 
enrolling in college or landing meaningful, good-paying 
jobs as, for example, sous chefs and chemical technicians.

Having himself grown up in a poverty-stricken neighborhood 
outside Pittsburgh, Strickland is all too familiar with the 
detrimental effect lowered expectations can have on the 
course of an individual’s life.  But as Strickland phrases 
it, “The only thing that we have been able to determine is 
wrong with poor people is that they have no money.”

That, he feels, is a curable condition.

Strickland has accomplished much since embarking on 
his career path at the early age of 19. In recognition of 
his efforts, he has been appointed to several national and 
presidential committees, been the subject of five Harvard 
Business School case studies, and even been awarded 
a MacArthur Foundation “genius” grant. When, however, 
Theresa Bonk, Director of Student Affairs at Penn State 
New Kensington, showed him the elaborate introduction 
she had prepared to welcome him to the stage, he asked 
that she skip it and simply introduce him as “Bill Strickland 
– Pittsburgh.”

Strickland’s concept that “people are born into the world 
as assets, not liabilities” is still a driving passion in his life. 

He believes that centers like Manchester Bidwell are 
desperately needed across our nation as well as other 
nations. With centers already operational in such cities 
as Cleveland, Grand Rapids and San Francisco and plans 
being discussed with such countries as Canada, Ireland 
and Israel, his idealistic goal to “change the conversation” 
about education comes closer and closer to tangible 
reality.    

At the conclusion of his presentation, Strickland 
challenged students at Penn State New Kensington to 
spread hope, make a difference and change the world for 
the better. He cautioned students not to measure success 
in terms of wealth, power and prestige but rather in terms 
of how many people they have helped in their lives. By 
that definition, Strickland, who still resides in the same 
neighborhood in which he was born, has been infinitely 
successful.

The Business Club is sponsoring a bus trip to the Bidwell 
Training Center and the Manchester’s Craftsmen’s Guild 
on Nov. 18. The trip is open to all students as well as 
faculty, staff and administrative members. To learn more 
or to reserve your seat, please contact Grant Schoenfelder, 
Club President, at gss5086@psu.edu. §

Bill Strickland speaks to the students of PSNK.  
(Photo: Melissa Gemballa)
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PSNK Fall Festival a Big Success
By Megan E. Zidek

NEW KENSINGTON, Pa. -- Penn State New Kensington’s annual 
Fall Festival was a great chance to bring the whole family out 
for a day of fun, delicious food and great music.

The Fall Festival, which was held on on September 25 this 
year,  was a big success. 

“The turnout was unbelievable, and we’re excited for next year 
and the people and entertainment that come along with it,” 
said Joe Mandak III, a student at Penn State New Kensington.

Many students and people of the community got to come out 
and have a fun enjoyable time on such a beautiful day.

 “I thought it was terrific! It’s not quite where we want it to be 
yet, however we have made a substantial process,” Chancellor 
Kevin Snider.

The activities started at 8 a.m. with the car cruise that consisted of classic and contemporary cars, thirty total. People 
came out to enjoy the cars, talk to the owners and even get a personal tour of the cars.

Next, at 10 a.m. the fun continued down by the gym. There were sixteen booths that consisted of crafts and food 
vendors. There were purveyors of jewelry, country décor, glass pendants, skin care products, bird houses, spices, 
stuffed animals, dry mixes, scrubs, energy drinks and lotions.

For the hungry crowd, there was pulled pork sandwiches, 
fresh lemonade, pierogies, cold stone icecream, and 
sausage and peppers.  Sounds like it was delicious, if I 
do say so myself.  

For the little people of the family the festival had a special 
area just for the kids.  The kid zone started at 10 a.m. and 
went until 4 p.m.  

The zone was split up into individual zones.  Each time a 
kid completed the task at that zone they would receive 
a leaf stamp on their tree.  When the tree had all the 
leaves needed they were able to pick out a prize. These 
zones were the coloring zone, face painting, plant a seed, 
and craft a puppet. The kid’s area had a fun castle jump 
house and an inflatable caterpillar maze. Kids also got 
to enjoy a special puppet show called “Need to Read” by 
Sadecky’s Puppets, as well as balloon animals.

(From left to right) Megan Zidek, Ashley Christeson, Juliann 
Motosicky & Jenna Swank at the Fall Festival.  
(Photo courtesy of Megan E. Zidek)

VIP members with The Clarks (Photo courtesy of Megan E. Zidek)
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“The kids’ zone was a blast; the kids seemed to enjoy themselves the 
entire time,” said Alex Matta, a student at PSNK who attended the event.

The fun didn’t stop there; there was a B-I-N-G-O game that went on for 
four hours where the proceeds benefited the campus scholarship fund. 
In the soccer field PSNK played against Penn State Fayette and in the 
gym PSNK women’s Volleyball played against Penn State Hazelton.  Sadly, 
Penn State Hazelton beat out the boys with a 2-1 win and Penn State 
Fayette beating the girls in a 3-0 loss. We’ll get em’ next time guys! 

At 11 a.m. Penn State’s famous bed races started.  Thirteen teens 
competed for the grand prize of a$50 gift card to Barnes and Nobel’s 
along with a VIP pass to the Clarks Concert.  Witnesses were able to see 
the struggle and stamina each team put into their race just trying to beat 
the other teams, even by a few seconds.  Though each team showed great 
effort, the Black and Gold team won.

“I didn’t think the races were going to be that much fun till I was actually 
needed to race and I realized they were actually kind of fun,” said 
Gretchen Toy, who is currently studying communications at Penn State 
New Kensington.

For the “older” kids in the crowd and Alumni there was an Alumni tent that 
opened at noon.  Inside the tent you were able to enjoy the highlighted 
Penn State-Temple football game that kicked off at 3:30 on a big screen Television.  

For all those who waited,  the big moment of the festival came when the concert began at 7p.m.  Ticket holders, fans of 
the Clarks and warm up bands stood waiting outside the gate waiting to get in for a front row seat of the three bands to 
play that night.  The gates opened at 7 as people rushed in. The concert kicked off with Love Bettie, followed by Bishop 
Clay.  Both bands did an amazing job at getting the crowd warmed up for the Clarks. 

Before the Clarks went on, students and fans that held a VIP pass were able to meet and eat with the Pittsburgh band 
on campus.  There was a beautiful layout of delicious food as well as coffees and delicious punch.

“The Clarks VIP experience was something I will never forget,” said Kerri Marshall, a student at PSNK.  “I have met the 
band three other times and this was by far my favorite because they were at my college campus. This time the band 
came to me!” 

The Clarks went on at 9p.m. and were welcomes by almost 600 screaming and cheering fans.  The band put on an 
amazing and unforgettable performance.  They also gave a special shout out to CAB (the campus activity board) for 
having them and making it such an enjoyable experience.

Check out the back cover for more footage from The Clarks’ concert during the Fall Festival!  §

Gretchen Toy and Kelly Sieja with Clark’s lead 
singer.  (Photo:  Megan E. Zidek)

wanT more niTTany Pride ConTenT?

Visit us at our website!

nittanypride.wordpress.com
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THON Committee Optimistic for 2011
By Brittany Sackett

NEW KENSINGTON, Pa. – A senior at Penn State New 
Kensington is currently the chairperson of the THON 
committee, which raises money for children who suffer 
from pediatric cancer.

Kelly Sieja, 21, of Deer Lakes, is extremely dedicated to 
the THON organization at Penn State New Kensington. 
Sieja is currently majoring in psychology and occupational 
therapy. She said that her major and participating in 
THON have helped her grow. 

“It has made me want to help people,” Sieja said.

According to the official THON website, THON is known 
as the largest student-run philanthropic organization in 
the world. The organization is run by Pennsylvania State 
University students, and all of the money that is raised 
goes to The Four Diamonds Fund, a charity devoted to 
combating pediatric cancer. 

The Four Diamonds Fund helps defeat cancer by 
researching and caring for children at the Penn State 
Hershey Medical Center Children’s Hospital.

Every February, THON participants and cancer patient 
families gather for the Penn State IFC/Panhellenic Dance 
Marathon. Students and families gather in the Bryce 
Jordan Center at Penn State University Park. 

While at the marathon, forty-six hours are spent interacting 
with the children and Penn State University students. 
During this time, no sitting or sleeping is allowed.

Last year, Penn State New Kensington raised $23,202.60. 
Sieja stated that she wants to reach over $30,000.00 
this year for the organization. So far, 50 participants have 
joined.

“Participation has been outstanding so far,” Sieja said, 
“They show their dedication.”

According to Sieja, THON is not simply about the 
fundraising months; it is a year-long event.  Many of the 
event’s planning and tasks are completed during summer 
months as well as all of the months leading up to the 
kickoff events.

Sieja said that being the chairperson for THON was an 
“honorable position.”

“I know that every second, minute, day and month I am 
making a difference in someone’s life,” Sieja explained. 
“This inspiration is shared with every member of the 
THON organization, which makes the members realize 
we are supporting a serious cause and know that we are 
fighting for the kids.” 

Sieja said that she became “completely hooked” to the 
organization because it is for such a great cause.

“If you find an importance to you, get involved,” Sieja 
advised. 

This is only Sieja’s second year participating in THON, 
but she regrets it because she said she “wanted to start 
earlier.”

The THON fundraising season has begun, and the 
members will be canning during designated weekends 
in October, December and January outside of local 
businesses. 

Sieja said that she hopes that this THON year will be its 
best year yet. §

“i know ThaT every seCond, minUTe, day and 
monTh i am making a differenCe in someone’s life,” 

said sieja.
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Pepsi’s Challenge
By Lori Maystrovich

NEW KENSINGTON, Pa. – Pepsi Hutton, the kinesiology instructor at Penn State New Kensington, is currently serving 
her third year on campus; she maintains a very positive attitude and is strong in showing her belief in physical fitness 
as a priority.  But what many may not know is that Hutton suffers from cystic fibrosis. As an infant she was diagnosed 
with the disease and has spent all of her life dealing with it.

According to Cystic Fibrosis Foundation’s website, approximately 30,000 children and adults are affected by the 
disease in the United States, with 70,000 people being affected worldwide.

“Cystic fibrosis is a life-threatening genetic disease that causes mucus to build up and clog some of the organs in the 
body, particularly the lungs and pancreas,” the site states, “When mucus clogs the lungs, it can make breathing very 
difficult. The thick mucus also causes bacteria (or germs) to get stuck in the airways, which causes inflammation (or 
swelling) and infections that lead to lung damage.”

At an early age, Hutton realized that being more fit helped her with her breathing and helps her to manage her cystic 
fibrosis. She says she has always felt much better physically when she’s more fit; when she swam and exercised she 
could breathe much easier.

Despite the magnitude of the effects of cystic fibrosis on individuals, Hutton’s family, especially her mother Teresa 
Hutton, has encouraged her to live life as normally as possible.  Hutton also stated that her job at Penn State New 
Kensington really aids her. 

“Coming to Penn State has really helped me get back into focusing on my health and taking care of myself,” she said. 
“I want to be active and practice what I am preaching to others.”

Hutton has to strictly maintain her health day by day. She takes treatments twice a day, eats healthy foods and 
exercises to ensure her wellbeing. She plans to stay healthy, become involved in competitive swimming, marry and 
adopt a baby in the future.

Hutton is excited about all that is happening in the discoveries and treatments of cystic fibrosis. 

“The research is amazing and they are testing for a cure,” she said.

The Turkey Trot on campus benefits the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. Hutton said that she is excited about the event. 
Her first year running the event was in 2009, and she enlarged the Turkey Trot that year by having it on Saturday and 
including the surrounding community as well.§

do yoU have qUesTions or CommenTs aboUT The niTTany Pride?

do yoU have ideas ThaT CoUld helP Us imProve oUr PaPer?

e-mail Us aT:   
nittanypridenews@gmail.com
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TARENTUM, Pa. – The Tarentum Borough is revitalizing Tarentum in big ways.

The Tarentum Recreational Board is doing many things to help improve the community for its residents and to make it 
a better place for families to live.

Cathy Blythe, secretary of the Tarentum Recreational Board, said that she began to go to board meetings just as a 
citizen who wanted to know what was going on in her local community. She was going to the meetings for a year when 
a member left the board and Blythe was asked to take their place. Blythe filled in for the role of secretary and took on 
some big responsibilities. Being the secretary, she must record meeting minutes and keep records. She must write all 
letters to local businesses for donations and any other business the recreational board may need attending to as well.

“I had never felt I was part of the community,” Blythe said, “I wanted to get involved and to make a difference and 
that’s when I decided to go to meetings. I love being able to make a difference that betters my community as a whole.”

The Tarentum Recreational Board provides safe and fun family activities for all ages. During the summer it offers an 
eight week program which allows kids to come to the park and make simple crafts. Some crafts they make can be 
taken home and others are incorporated into the community. The children this past summer created individual pieces 
of a flag that were then put together to make a giant American flag to hang on the stage in the park during concerts.

The concerts in the park are Wednesday nights throughout the summertime. There is a variety of music, ranging from 
karaoke to polka. Senior citizens aren’t left out of the fun either. The Tarentum Recreational Board offers senior bingo 
along with senior crafts as well. All of these events are free.

Aside from the family activities the recreational board provides, it also provides Tarentum with a make-over. The board 
is currently replacing all the benches in the parks, and local businesses have the opportunity to sponsor a bench. 
The board is also looking forward to putting in a gazebo. The parks are being used now more than ever. Several new 
playgrounds for children have been built throughout the park as well. They are fenced in for the children’s safety, and 
it’s a great way for kids to get fresh air and exercise.

Blythe is also involved with the Abundant Joy Fellowship Church located along First Avenue in Tarentum. Abundant Joy 
Fellowship also reaches out to the community. 

“We try to help where there’s a need in the community,” Blythe said. The church always provides hot chocolate for the 
Christmas parade each year, and they also sponsor Ladles of Love.

This past summer the church did a community outreach which attracted over 500 people. It was a four day event that 
the whole church worked together to set up. They had inflatable attractions such as a Velcro wall and a giant water 
slide. They honored everyday heroes throughout the community such as our local policemen, firemen, and veterans. 
They had numerous crafts to do and even a few local businesses showed their support; Steel City Pizza provided the 
pizza for the pizza eating contest. 

The last day of the festival was a pig roast and they had 720 ears of corn to husk. 

“I told everyone that if we could get all the ears of corn husked and ready for tomorrow that I would blow the inflatables 

Tarentum Revitalization Continues

By Heidi Kolar
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up again,” said Blythe, “In a half an hour all ears of corn were husked and ready to go!”

Blythe also talked about many upcoming events to look forward to this coming holiday season. The Christmas parade 
is Saturday, Nov. 20, and the recreational board is in charge of the after parade. In the park at the stage area they will 
have Santa Claus, a toy giveaway, and concessions. On Dec. 10 and 11, the Abundant Joy Fellowship will have a live 
nativity and on Saturday, Dec. 11, they will also have horse and carriage rides.

The members of the Tarentum Recreational Board hope that by doing small things for the community they can make 
a big difference. Tarentum once was a proud town, and with a little help the revitalization will be a huge success. §

NEW KENSINGTON, Pa. – The Alle-Kiski Society of the Penn State Alumni Association will host a party at Rocco’s Bar 
& Grill in Tarentum during the Big Ten Network’s showing of the Penn State vs. Ohio State football game on Saturday, 
Nov. 13. 

The Nittany Lions, currently with a 4-3 record, 
face the fifth-ranked Buckeyes in this annual Big 
Ten grudge match. Game time has not yet been 
announced, but the doors will open one hour prior 
to kickoff. All Penn State fans, friends and espe-
cially students are invited to attend the annual 
event which will feature free refreshments and a 
cash bar (photo ID required).

John Spadaro, an account executive with Filmet in 
Cheswick and an alumnus of the New Kensington 
Campus, has served as the event’s coordina-
tor for the past ten years. Although Penn State 
did not fare well in its last clash with Ohio State, 
Spadaro promises “good food, good drink, and a 
good time whether the team wins or loses.”

This event is only one example of how the Alle-
Kiski Society seeks to strengthen its connection 
to Penn State New Kensington students through-

out the academic year. Other events include its annual Bowlathon and Golf Scramble and the “Alumni Central” tent 
at this year’s Fall Festival. To reserve a place at the TV Football Party, contact Bill Woodard, Alumni Relations Special-
ist, by phone at 724-334-6049 or by e-mail at uxw1@psu.edu. § 

By Melissa Gemballa

Alumni Host TV Football Party

Alumna Ashley Traini and husband Dewey at last year’s party.  (Photo:  
Melissa Gemballa)
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NEW KENSINGTON, Pa. — The Penn State New Kensington Blue and White Ball will be held on Dec. 10 at 7 p.m. at The 
Harmar House in Cheswick.

The masquerade themed, semi-formal dance will follow a buffet style dinner, including a choice of stuffed chicken, 
shaved beef, or tortellini. 
                                                                                                                                                                                     
Tickets can be purchased in Café 780 and the Office of Student Life starting the first week of November. Tickets are 
priced at $20 for Penn State students and $25 for non-students.
 
“We’ve put a lot of effort and hard work into the Blue and White Ball this year,” said Ashley Christeson, chairperson of 
the event. “We know that the dance will be a lot of fun for everyone that attends.”                                                                                                        
                                      
The Blue and White Ball is sponsored by the Campus Activities Board (CAB), which is comprised of several students 
and overseen by Vanessa Myers, Director of Student Life. The purpose of the organization is to plan and implement 
student life activities at Penn State New Kensington.         
                      
“If there is a fun event that you would like to see happen here at Penn State New Kensington, come and share your 
ideas with us,” said Nick Grieco, CAB President.
 
CAB meets every Monday morning at 9 a.m. in Café 780. The meetings are open to everyone and all students are 
encouraged to attend.
                                                                                        
CAB offers a variety of programs that can enhance students’ campus experiences outside of the classroom. For more 
information about the organization, contact Nick Grieco by e-mail at PsnkCAB@psu.edu.§

Blue and White Ball
By Gretchen Toy

“Vote the bums out!”  That sounds lovely and all, but when you only have one alternate candidate, and that candidate 
is not very sympathetic to your political views (or may be as corrupt as the incumbent), the rosiness of the situation 
quickly turns unpleasant.

A recent Bloomberg poll indicates that many liberals are dissatisfied with the contemporary performance of the 
Democrats (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2010-10-12/obama-losing-supporters-in-poll-as-joblessness-prompts-
voters-discontent.html ).  However, what are these voters to do come November, vote for the GOP candidates?

For example, consider the recent example of Jason Altmire (D).  

Mr. Altmire has been the subject of a heated debate regarding his “no” vote on the health care bill.  Many of his former 
supporters, in favor of the bill, have voiced their dissatisfaction.  This November, they will have a choice between 

Problems with the Two-Party System
(Editor’s note: This article was written prior to the Nov. 2 elections)

By Andrew Tsou
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Altmire and Keith Rothfus, a Republican.  Presumably neither candidate will be satisfactory to these disgruntled voters.  
Indeed, Rothfus’ official site is particularly hostile towards the idea of government-sponsored health care (http://www.
keithpa4.com/about/).

This unhappy situation exemplifies the desperate need any democracy has for a multiple party system, one in which 
there are at least four viable candidates in any given contest.  Of course, not all views will be represented (this would 
be essentially impossible unless every voter ran for office and then voted for themselves), but it would be a far more 
acceptable situations for the discriminating voter, one who votes based on ideals instead of adhering to a strict party 
line, one who thinks instead of being swayed by propagandistic advertisements, or who simply casts his vote for the 
candidate who he has heard the most about.

A two-party system tends to encourage centrist positions for both parties (the overall makeup may be slightly left or 
right depending on the general views of the voting public).  Contrary to popular belief, there is no political advantage 
to bona fide extremism.  (There are, of course, exceptions; in certain regions or under very specific circumstances, an 
“extremist” candidate can be elected.  However, as with most discussions of this type, the situation is generalized and 
exceptions such as this are only noted in the interest of accuracy).

If we simplistically imagine “liberal” and “conservative” as two points on a number line between -1 and 1, the 
aforementioned popularity of centrism becomes easier to understand.  This is a contrived example (for example, a 
candidate can be liberal on economic matters but conservative on social matters), but it will serve as an apt illustration.

Say that the “liberal” party (the Democrats) adopt an extreme leftist attitude, that is, a point close to “-1,” while the 
“conservative” party (the Republicans) adopt a centrist attitude, that is, a point somewhere near “0.”  Now consider 
what will happen in the general election.

All extreme leftists will vote for the Democrat.  Some liberal leaning voters will also vote for the Democrat (those to 
the left of -.5).  But lo and behold!  Some liberal leaning voters will actually vote for the “conservative” candidate 
because the “liberal” candidate is too extreme for them!  (Specifically, “liberals” between “-.5” and “0” will vote for the 
“conservative”).  To make matters worse for the “liberal” candidate, all conservative-leaning voters will cast their vote 
for the centrist candidate.  Those at the fringes of the party (close to “1”) will be unhappy, but at least the centrist is 
better than the ultra-liberal.

Thus, if one party adopts an extremist attitude, the opposing party can safely take a centrist stance and win the 
election.  This means that both major political parties tend to gravitate towards the center.

(It’s also interesting to note that “extremist” is a popular slur; people with little or no knowledge of President Barack 
Obama’s policies call him an “extreme leftist” despite the clear evidence to the contrary.)

Therefore, with both major parties more or less near “0” on our contrived number line, voters with strong convictions 
on either side will be dissatisfied with their choices. 

That said, in at least two Senate contests this election year, there are viable third-party candidates (http://www.
electoral-vote.com/evp2010/Senate/Maps/Oct18-s.html#3).  It is certainly not suggested that voters support these 
candidates simply due to their underdog status (after all, what fairy tales and comic books miss is that the underdog 
isn’t always the person you want to be backing).  But we should all be grateful that, at least in some states, the voters 
have some semblance of having real choices.

It’s really a pity that Arlen Specter’s not running again.§
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The Green Stream
By Kristen Wagner

Let’s face it: centering yourself towards efficiency isn’t 
easy. It may even seem to be somewhat of a catch-22 
at times, being that the organic, natural, unrefined and 
recycled products always seem to be priced slightly higher 
than traditional items. 

Nevertheless, there has to be something beguiling about 
it; the momentum of the green movement is only getting 
stronger.

Being green and practicing environmentally friendly 
practices is a huge hit for those of us who feel we need 
to do our part to save the earth, but there are many more 
people who will jump on this bandwagon with us once 
they find out they could be saving money by doing so. 

After reading over a blog in Time, I discovered that people 
are able to apply for low-cost loans to finance home 
energy-efficiency improvements. There is an option of a 
free home energy audit, and the facts are stunning. It 
may take a bit of time, but updating your furnace and 
insulation can save you a lot of money in the long run.

There can be a fair amount of concern about going green 
large scale, though. 

According to usatoday.com, electricity from renewable 
resources remains significantly more expensive than from 
traditional sources. For instance, solar electricity costs 
an average of $175 per mega-watt hour, compared to an 
average of $64 per mega-watt hour with coal. 

This can be an extremely significant difference to 
a household, and imagine the difference to a large 
business! Hopefully the cost of being this energy efficient 
will decrease in time.

On National Geographic’s TheGreenGuide.com, there are 
several short quizzes you can take to test your knowledge 
on being green throughout everyday living. You can 
discover how fuel efficient your driving habits are, and 
how much you know about saving energy and money. 

On the site, its also interesting to see what inventive 
minds are coming up with to save the planet. Some fresh 
developments include using rice husks, mushrooms and 
agar to create single-use disposable items.

According to Squidoo.com, we can help the earth by 
minimizing our wasted energy. They’ve compiled a list 
of 29 simple, straightforward tasks that we can all put 
into effect to do our share. Some of these tips include the 
following:

1)  Change to fluorescent bulbs - If every house in 
the US changed all of the light bulbs in their house, 
it would be equivalent to taking 1 MILLION cars off of 
the streets.

2)  Turn off the water while you brush your teeth- You 
can save four gallons of water doing this alone.

3)  Shorten your shower - Every minute you cut from 
your shower saves about five gallons of water.

4)  Pay your bills online - If every household in the US 
did this we would save 18 MILLION trees per year.

5)  Wrap presents creatively - (We can all use this tip 
for the upcoming holiday season) Without going out 
to get wrapping paper you can use things around the 
house like old newspapers and maps.

6)  Plant a tree - It is good for the air, will keep you 
cool, and can increase your property value.

As the motivations to being green expand, we’re learning 
about more ways to be environmentally friendly that can 
also save us a lot of money over the course of our lives. 
There are several small things we can do that have a large 
impact on the world when combined with small actions of 
others. 

These decisions are growing in popularity, and going 
green is becoming more cost-effective every day. §
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Football season is well upon us, that glorious time of year when the roads are finally drivable on Sundays and errands 
can be run without the shopping districts being overrun by black-and-gold splattered Yinzers.

There are other benefits, of course. The requisite water cooler conversations about a topic which is entirely meaningless 
and alien to me (“So did ‘ya hear about Big Ben?” “Uh…did the minute hand break off or something?”), the regional 
pride that decades of medical innovation and scientific breakthroughs have never been able to equal…yes, the 
camaraderie stimulated by the Steelers is inspiring, not least because it embodies that uniquely capitalistic bent for 
apportioning high wages for thoroughly useless “jobs.”  

Consider that, in the 2009 season, the 25 highest-paid football players received over $12 million each (http://content.
usatoday.com/sports/football/nfl/salaries/top25.aspx?year=2009). 

That is part of the appeal, one supposes; we all envy these people who don’t even need to be physically attractive 
in order to rake in the money. Football recalls an old-time America, one that the progressive era unfortunately wiped 
away, a world in which men were dominant and women were, at best, sex props, a world in which brute force was the 
measure of a man (indeed, a time when “being a man” meant something).

“I believe the game is designed to reward the ones who hit the hardest,” Pittsburgh Steeler Jack Lambert once said, “If 
you can’t take it, you shouldn’t play.” (http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/10248/1084845-148.stm)

The thuggish masculinity that male Steelers fans tend to revel in is particularly curious when one considers the 
homoeroticism of the sport of football. When burly men with exaggerated shoulder blades spend a few hours tackling 
each other, the charge of latent sexuality masquerading as controlled violence cannot but be expressed. Indeed, a 
Time article published over 30 years ago describes football as a “homosexual ceremony” (http://www.time.com/time/
magazine/article/0,9171,946181,00.html). 

I have never been fond of stereotypes, but in my experience, male football aficionados tend to be amongst the most 
laddish of people, worshipping a cast of all-male idols while insisting that, despite this pantheon, they would never 
consider the possibility that they might be (let us all whisper it now) slightly attracted to other men.

Perhaps this sublimation of their latent interests is symptomatic of their general desire to not only conform to popular 
demands, but to aspire to be “good men,” as society dictates. “Good men” bed as many women as they can and, 
perhaps more importantly, are winners. In fact, it’s enough to merely identify with winners…for as long as they’re 
winning, that is. If you aren’t the “best,” forget all other factors; you’re worthless.

I can testify from personal experience that in January of 2006 (when the Steelers were at the Super Bowl), the word 
around town was, “We’re great! Pittsburgh’s great!”  The next year, when Pittsburgh’s finest were in a losing slump, the 
general attitude regarding the team was a dismissive, “Ah, they’re all bums.”

At least the stadium’s no eyesore. §

America’s Folly
By Andrew Tsou

we all envy These PeoPle who don’T need To be 
aTTraCTive in order To rake in The money
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Dogs: Vile, Worthless Vermin
By Andrew Tsou

When I walk home from the bus stop, I pass factories that 
constantly spew out carcinogens, parts of town where 12-
year olds with guns are a threat to my wallet and health, and 
parking spaces packed with gas-guzzlers sporting slightly 
ironic “Support the Troops” bumper stickers.

But I’m not worried about pollution or being mugged or 
depleted oil reserves or the conflicts overseas.  What worries 
me is the scourge of barking dogs in yards with invisible 
fences or on the sidewalk (usually sans leashes), dogs that 
consume valuable resources and defecate said resources 
onto the sidewalk, to the indifference of their owners.

Dogs are a burden on our resources; rather than spending 
money on food and vaccines and other costly medical 
procedures, they should simply be slaughtered for food, as 
other livestock are.  Would this not then create a substantial 
decrease in the rate of world hunger, not to mention an 
improvement in the balances of countless Americans’ 
bankbooks?

In South Korea, many people consume dog meat (http://
www.koreananimals.org/animals/dogs.htm), although, as 
would be expected in our western world, most web sites on 
the topic condemn (with virgin-eyed shock) the actions of 
these particular South Koreans.  Sites such as http://www.
dogbiz.com/dont-eat-dog-meat.htm are indignant about the 
manner in which these beasts are exterminated, yet there is 
no similar outcry for slaughterhouses in the United States.  It 
appears that animals are only deemed worthy of protection 
if they are cute and cuddly.

(In fairness, there are groups and sites such as http://
www.hfa.org/hot_topic/interview.html which focus on 
slaughterhouse cruelty, and there is surely overlap between 
the two groups.  But for the majority of Americans, the 
suffering of cows and pigs is easily ignored, while the 
slightest cruelty to a dog or cat is viewed as a crime greater 
than human genocide.)

Tellingly, there is a foundation based on “rescuing” dogs 
abandoned by their owners after their (the humans’) house 
was foreclosed (http://www.examiner.com/dogs-in-phoenix/
disturbing-trend-dogs-left-behind-after-foreclosure).  The 
question, then, is, why the outrage over a useless animal 
that produces nothing, as opposed to the real issue, which is 

that the economy and people’s personal financial decisions 
are so shot so as to make these foreclosures necessary?

Dogs have no place in our society (save as sustenance), and 
the same logic applies to all pets.  Most of us consume cows, 
pigs, and chickens without any trepidation; why, then, the 
place of dogs, cats, et. Al. as members of the family?  You 
don’t find many people with chickens running about their 
houses (although, in fairness, there is a man in my county 
who owns a pig and walks it around the park).

Some people claim that a dog is a person’s best friend 
(this axiom has been altered for political correctness).  This 
ignores the fact that such a needy, dependent, helpless 
animal will become attached to anyone who gives it food and 
shelter.  Dogs offer nothing; people who claim that they and 
their dog are in a loving relationship frighten me as much as 
the writings and credo of NAMBLA.  Only a sick person could 
make a creature dependent on them and then call it “love.”

Perhaps it is some sexual perversion that keeps people so 
attached to their dogs and cats.  It would explain why people 
let their dogs sleep in their beds and follow them around at 
all times.  Perhaps the leash is a symbol of sexual power 
that these sadly unfulfilled people have (unfortunately, not 
all dog owners subscribe to this particular fetish; note the 
numbers of people who unleash their dogs while out walking 
at local parks, despite the clearly posted “Dogs must be on 
leash” signs).

Indeed, there is a rather peculiar sexual relationship between 
people and animals, once that is rarely spoken of.  How else 
to explain girls’ fascination with unicorns (take the horn as a 
phallic symbol with possible S&M leanings)?

While in Virginia last summer, I found a brochure with the 
ever-present “Virginia is for lovers” tagline.  The photograph 
on the cover pictured a serene sunset scene, with the 
silhouetted figures of a man, a woman, and…their dog.

I’m all open for people exploring their own impulses.  But 
can’t we get equal rights and acceptance for homosexuals 
and polygamists first?  (And at least those groups contain all 
consenting members.) §
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The Clarks are really dedicated to creating great music, 
aren’t they?  How could they not, with song titles such as 
“She Says She Don’t Miss Me,” “Chasin’ Girls,” and “Love 
Is What You Need” (and the equally inspired title of its 
parent album, “Another Happy Ending”)?

We have truly been honored that they chose to anoint the 
grounds of PSNK with their stimulating tones.  Perhaps 
it can be said that their set duly erased the anesthetized 
atmosphere associated with this rural college campus, 
a campus with so few student activities that the Clarks’ 
presence was the most significant event the campus had 
experienced in…well, let’s just say it was a “better day” 
for PSNK.

So let us take a moment to reflect on the genuine origi-
nality of the Clarks’ sound.  Perhaps no artist since the 
Monkees has been so inventive.  Allmusic has described 
“their straight-ahead rock sound” as being “equally com-
patible with commercial radio and barhalls across the 
rust belt.”  To some bands, this situation would be a li-
ability.  Not so for the Clarks!

Truly no other artist in the modern sphere explores the 
same stylistic grounds occupied by Pittsburgh’s favorites.  
Ok, admittedly, their official website’s biography section 
comes dangerously close to suggesting that the individu-
al members can imagine no greater celestial elation than 
fellating Bob Seger.  But don’t let this distract us from the 
fact that they have more than finished what Seger start-
ed; they have taken it to a dimension undreamed of even 
by Seger himself when he decided to water down Bruce 
Springsteen’s music for the…um, even greater masses.

Back to the Clarks.  

“Their gritty live sound goes perfectly with their songs that 
tackle the hardships of everyday life,” says the Cleveland 
Music Entertainment Agency website (one look at the rel-
evant URL, http://www.talentnetworkinc.com/corporate-
music.php?PHPSESSID=784f0453e9625d72617c3c0
7fb5d6cf1#26, which contains the term “corporate mu-
sic,” says all one needs to know, really).  

Indeed, the best songs by the Clarks contain all the ca-
tharsis one needs to deal with a strangled economy, cor-
ruption so pervasive it’s threatened to eclipse the preva-

lence of American flags on front lawns (circa September 
12, 2001), and a general sense of hopelessness in one’s 
life.  Just check these lyrics!

It’s my decision, I’m gonna be the man
Smash the television and take a stand

If that doesn’t convince you to reevaluate your life and 
find redemption where previously there was something 
less than despair, try these lines:

I know that nothing lasts forever
Best times are the ones remembered
Thankful for the days that I have seen

Their canon shames their contemporaries’, glistening 
with an energy which suggests that they approach their 
music as if no one else had ever thought to explore the 
twelve notes of the scale before.  Or perhaps only they 
have failed to explore those twelve notes previously.  Ei-
ther way, we can all agree that “nothing’s wrong, noth-
ing’s right”…or at least that half of that equation holds 
true.

Unfortunately, they have perhaps been relegated to per-
manent obscurity outside of the Pittsburgh region due 
to their refusal to unequivocally state their love of rock 
‘n’ roll (an affection we all know is present in their pro-
pulsive, fantastically driving music; how did Mick & ‘Keef 
ever make it without sounding like this?).  Why not take 
the route popularized by equally artistically stimulating 
acts such as AC/DC, who remind us in every other song 
that they are playing rock music?  The Clarks need to pen 
their own classic anthem with the word “rock” in the title; 
why not “Train of Rock ‘n’ Roll” or “Rock ‘n’ Roll Inside” or 
“Cigarette Song (Let it Rock, Motherf-----s!)”?

Perhaps the Clarks give their audience more credit than 
that. After all, this is the band that gave the world the fol-
lowing insight:

Addiction is gradual
Love is a chemical
God is habitual
Pain is desirable

Leonard Cohen, f--- off. §

“I’ll Tell You What Man”...The Clarks
By Andrew Tsou
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